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Revolutionary new capabilities for monitoring physical health of humans, machinery, and the processes 
governing the climate and condition of our entire planet are currently in development. Low cost flexible 
electronic devices play a critical role in these endeavors. This course will trace the evolution of reliable, large-
area, flexible electronics and associated technologies, and will cover fabrication approaches such as chip 
attachment, thin-film devices, and nanoscale self-assembled and printed device based coatings. Additionally, 
fundamentals of state of the art fabrication techniques including vapor phase processing and direct fabrication 
approaches such as printing with aerosols and particle-based inks featuring advanced electronic materials to 
enable flexible electronic devices will be presented. 

Convenient, Relevant, Interactive, and Affordable Education Opportunities

The SVC Webinar Program is a convenient approach to education, featuring SVC’s most popular 
tutorials, covering topics relevant to technical staff and operators.  These webinars are presented 
by recognized professionals in the vacuum coating community and allow participants the ability 
to interact with the instructor during the live presentation. SVC offers both Live and On-Demand 
(recorded) versions of webinars.

Meet the Instructor     Christopher Muratore is the Ohio Research Scholars Endowed 
Chair Professor in the Chemical and Materials Engineering Department at the University of Dayton. 
Prior to joining the University, Professor Muratore spent 10 years as a staff member at the Air Force 
Research Laboratory and still works closely with multiple flexible electronics groups there. In 2013, he 
also founded m-nanotech Ltd., a consulting company specializing in thin film materials processing and 
characterization. Throughout his 20 year research career, Christopher’s work has focused on developing 
an understanding of how to control structure and properties of thin films and surfaces for diverse 
applications, and their impact on properties and performance. His research group currently focuses on 
novel large-scale synthesis of materials for flexible, wearable electronic devices. He has four patents, 
published over 80 peer-reviewed articles and has served as guest editor for Surface and Coatings 
Technology and Thin Solid Films for five years.

Flexible Electronics Webinar

    Flexible electronics overview 
  -  General concepts
  -  Applications

    Evolution of synthesis and fabrication materials 
        optimized for flexible electronics
  -  Silicon
  -  Organic electronics
  -  Ultra-thin, or 2D materials

    Mechanical and electronic properties of flexible 
       electronic devices
  -  Limitations on flex – performance vs. strain
  -  Lifetime dependence on strain

    Characterization and device integration
  -  State of the art approaches for flex characterization
  -  Challenges unique to flexible platforms

    Synthesis and processing methods for flexible 
        electronics
  -  Substrate considerations and preparation
  -  Vapor phase processing
  -  Printing
  -  Photonic annealing

    The future of flex
  -  Performance potential
  -  Market/application projections

http://www.svc.org/Education/Webinars.cfm


